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THE IMPORTANCE OF 
the philosopher in society has always 
been recognized under one form or an
other. When Athens, for example, con
demned Socrates to drink the hemlock, 
her judges wanted to put the soCial body 
on guard against the effects of the cri
tical spirit of the philosopher. Rousseau 
and Hegel are proclaimed fathers of the 
modern world; Saint Augustine, of me
diaeval Christian civilization. Who would 
deny that philosophers like Kierke
gaard, Marx and Nietzsche have pro
foundly marked our century? And a 
Unesco study made recently (1951) em
phasizes in the following terms the im
portance which this international body 
attaches to the teaching of philosophy: 

The special place given to the teach
ing of philosophy in this study is 
explained by the role that philo
sophical ideas play in the behavior 
of men. . . . The development of 
philosophical ideas has had in his
tory and still has today a major 
importance - directly or indirect
ly - for the institution of democ
racy, for the strengthening of the 
rights of men and for safeguarding 
the peace.1 

This importance is growing today 
in proportion to the major crisis in 
which the world is struggling. Never 
has the philosopher's reflection been 
more necessary than in our age when 
all the values established by our tradi
tional humanism have been called into 
question and when we are finding it 
necessary to discover a new world for 
man. Yet never has philosophy appeared 
more ill equipped. to answer the chal
lenge issuing from our historical exist
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ence. N ever has it appeared so useless 
before the urgency of the tasks demand
ing our attention. And never has its 
moral prestige been so debated. The 
failure of systems and ideologies of 
every kind has rendered contemporary 
man helpless and mistrustful toward 
aIl forms of salvation. In the climate of 
general feeling against all messianism, 
philosophy does not escape a challege 
which jeopardizes its very existence. 
However, this is the very law of its con
sitution and development. What re
mains to be seen is in what measure 
and how it is contested. 

To the person who reflects on the 
the history of philosophy, one conclu
sion imposes itself forcefully: philoso
phy is essentially the contesting of ex
perience as weil as of itself. "Metaphys
ics," writes Pierre Thévenaz, "is chal
lenged. It has always been - by the 
sophist, by the 'philodoxes' or the 'miso
logues' of which Plato spoke, by the 
sceptics and the relativists, by the em
piricists and the positivists by scientists, 
theologians, art i s t s . and l'honnête 
homme.JJ2 Today it is called into ques
tion more than ever. The radical dispute 
begun by Descartes and above all by 
Kant, taken up again by Kierkegaard, 
Marx, Husserl and Heidegger, has led 
to the affirmation of the end of that 
philosophy which until now took as its 
function to know the ultimate reasons 
for the universe and man. Descartes, 
questioning sense experience and sal
vaging from the shipwreck the single 
truth of an empty cogito, dissociates 
thinking and being. Kant changes from 
the viewpoint of transcendence, which 
Descartes had retained, to the viewpoint 
of the irremediable finiteness of man 
incapable of reaching the very being of 
things. With Marx, philosophy scuttles 
itself as wisdom and disinterested 
knowledge to bec orne a praxis. Contem
plative philosophy belongs to capitalist 

prehistory. It dreamed the world into 
being; now it must transform it. Nietz
sche, too, denies all absolute foundation 
to the values of European humanism, 
and Heidegger, in establishing the 
flight of the gods, confirms the end of 
the traditional philosophy on the basis 
of a Thought of Being neighboring on 
mysticism. Finally, among the repre
sentatives of analytic philosophy, the 
constructions of metaphysics are ex
plained by incapacity of language, while 
the sociologists of knowledge talk of 
"views of the world" relative to one 
moment of a given culture. Thus phi
losophy seems to be dying at its own 
hands. In his well-known Cartesian Me
ditations, Husserl said of the present 
situation of philosophy: 

The state of derision in which phi
losophy finds itself, the disordered 
activity it is displaying cause us 
to reflect. In terms of scientific 
unity, philosophy has been, since 
the middle of the last century, in 
a state of evident decadence by 
comparison to the preceding ages. 
Unit y has disappeared everywhere, 
in the determination of the end as 
much as in the posing of problems 
and method.... Aren't there al
most as many philosophies as phi
losophers? There are still philoso
phy conventions; philosophers come 
together there, but not philoso
phies.3 

If this permanent crisis of philos
ophy has for the philosopher a signi
ficance other than that attributed from 
without, in that it manifests the radical 
nature of philosophy, the original na
ture of the research, the richness of 
reality reducible only with difficulty to 
primary and original significant data, 
and the limitation of a human mind in 
quest of a truth always transcendent to 
what he says of it, it is no less true that 
this state of crisis in philosophy engen
ders a crisis of confidence in the capac
ity of reason to reach an absolute truth. 
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Today this cnSIS of philosophy 
takes the form of a crisis of reason af
fecting aU the elements of our culture. 
We have entered the era of historical 
consciousness. We are conscious of the 
historicity of the immediately present 
and of cultural, economie, politieal and 
social conditioning of an thought. We 
know that we rest on a tradition which 
inserts itself into other traditions. "Mod
ern consciousness, as historie conscious
ness, takes a reflective position toward 
all that is given it by tradition. Historic 
consciousness no longer listens compla
cently to the voiee coming from the past 
but, reflecting on it, replaces it in its 
original context to see the meaning and 
relative value appropriate to it."4 Our 
knowing is an historic knowing whose 
rule and form of government is differ
ent according to civilizations and mo
ments of culture. Every definition of 
man includes a relation to his existence. 
We might say that he is essentially 
interpretation of himself and things in 
each of his ways of behavior, essential
ly the process of temporalization of him
self and things. His characteristie un
derstanding of himself and opening to 
the universe can be realized only ac
cording to an historical mode. This 
means that the aim of becoming one 
with himself and with the world always 
remains to be fulfilled; he is never com
pletely transparent to himself and pres
ent to the totality of being. This dialec
tie relationship of absolute goal and es
sentially relative and temporal mode of 
realization is the substructure of the 
historicity of man. The problem for the 
philosopher, then, is this: Can philoso
phy lay claim to the possibility of elab
orating in the absolute a synthesis of in
temporal truths? Must we conclude from 
the historicity of man and of his reason 
to the impossibility of attaining abso
lute certitudes concerning man and the 
universe? It is clear that the climate of 
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relativism and historicity into which 
the accession of history is interpreted 
reflectively favors a consideration of 
philosophy and religion, for example, 
only as a synthesis of knowledge and 
ideals proper to a given period and valid 
only in this totally relative way. Here, 
too, philosophy is in a state of cri sis. 

Finally, we may point out two other 
events which have profoundly influ
enced the situation of philosophy: the 
continued development of the sciences 
and the coming of modern technology. 
We shall try to show briefly how these 
two aspects of our civilization, of major 
importance, threaten the existence of 
philosophy. 

We know what unlimited credibil
ity is granted men of science. Human
ity seems to have handed over its des
tiny to science, to whieh is transferred 
confidence formerly placed in religion 
and in philosophy to clarify and estab
lish the basis of our existence. "Historie 
optimism," writes Raymond Aron, "is 
linked to faith in science, or rather in 
the civilizing virlue of science. Knowl
edge ought to radiate into wisdom. Man, 
master and possessor of nature, ought 
by the same token to acquire mastery 
of himself. After victory over things, 
peace between men would be established 
of itself."5 It is not exaggeration to 
speak of a "scientific superstition" char
acteristic not of the scientist himself 
but of contemporary man in search of a 
myth to deliver him from his anguish 
and to fill the void left by general dis
belief. We ask of science that whieh it 
cannot give: the construction of a new 
world, fully rational, the establishment 
of ends with relation to the human ad
venture on our planet, and asymptotic 
knowledge of all reality. The activity 
proper to the speculative intelligence is 
identified with scientifie undertaking. 
Philosophy, formerly considered the su
preme and absolute knowing, now sees 



itself refusing the title of "science." For
merly exercising domain over all reality, 
it now sees itself driven further and 
further into a sort of reserve, as science 
conquers new domains. First, knowl
edge acquired by the natural sciences 
took from the domain of philosophy the 
material world. Then the appearance of 
the social sciences marked further the 
retreat of philosophy. Under these con
ditions, what remains to the philosopher 
who has not fallen into the net of sci
ence? Can frontiers be established to 
indicate the halting point of the con
quering march of science? That seems 
to be problematic if one considers the 
daring and ingenuity of the latter. And 
what argument could philosophy oppose 
to the harvest of observation, of laws 
and hypotheses which bring home to us 
the cogency of science and reveal to us 
the complexity of nature and of cul
tures? Philosophy, then, seems more 
and more arbitrary in the face of the 
patient and exciting discoveries of sci
ence. 

What still more reinforces the pres
tige of science and increases its power 
of attraction is the technical efficiency 
coming from it and more and more in
separable from it. We need not point out 
that this means real conquests benefi
cial to man. Technology is linked to the 
very incarnation of man. "To have a 
body is to have a hand and a tool," Paul 
Ricoeur remarks very aptly. Technology 
thus conditions profoundly the develop
ment of spiritual values by inviting man 
to a great liberty and to a considerable 
part in his own destiny, thanks to the 
prediction of nature and the planning of 
its immense forces. To know for the 
sake of power and to have power in or
der to transform the conditions of man's 
life is a human ideal wholly worthy of 
pursuit. So there is no question of re
senting the sciences and technology. 
What interests us as philosopher and 

from a certain viewpoint of reflection is 
the technocratic mentality which tends 
to take as model of all our human be
havior the technological mode!. There 
are spiritual aspects of the total be
havior of man which invite our atten
tion. What strikes the imagination is 
the incomparable efficiency of technol
ogy as opposed to the ineffectiveness of 

. philosophy at this level. To man who 
seeks a practical outcome which will 
mark his world, philosophy seems with
out justification because wholly empty. 
What is more, technology corresponds 
to a certain tendency of knowledge to 
penetrate the object in the measure in 
which it constructs the object. One 
knows weil only that which one has 
made; this is the ideal of a certain 
technological intelligence. The basic 
"project" of our being-in-the-world 
risks being one of will to power. Our 
relationship to reality becomes one of 
domination, on the level of having. 
Doing, then, robs being; the mastery of 
reality replaces the invocation to being. 
In the dialectic of possession, having 
devours being. The world is no more 
than an immense reservoir of forces to 
be harnessed; man, on condition that he 
remain master of it, and thanks to su
perior values, ends up by crushing it 
under the wheel of progress. Ontological 
exigency as the mainspring of meta
physics thus remains an atrophied 
sense in this functionalized universe. 

These are sorne of the principal 
reasons which explain why philosophy 
is so contested. We could add others 
which concern certain representatives of 
philosophy in certain milieux: lack of 
interest in other forms of culture, as if 
philosophy were not reflection on the 
varied experiences of man; the trans
mission of a tradition not vivified by his
tory and consequently outside the move
ment of ideas; lack of curiosity about 
other forms of knowledge apt to stimu": 
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late philosophical research and renew 
its problematic aspect; lack of collabor
ation with the representatives of other 
disciplines. By its withdrawal from the 
living culture of its time, philosophy can 
become an empty temple which no long
er shelters any but a few faithful and 
whose influence does not go beyond the 
circle of the initiated. 

We have just shown that philosophy 
is challenged from within as weil as 
from without. But it does not follow 
that philosophy is not living. It would 
suffice to cite the great narnes of con
temporary philosophy to give eloquent 
testimony to the contrary. The renas
cence of metaphysics, the development 
of philosophies of existence with their 
admirable analyses of the body, of 
others, and of the ontology of senti
ment, and the birth of the phenomeno
logical method aIl demonstrate the vital
ity of contemporary philosophy. And 
the need for philosophy has been felt 
from the beginning of a crisis which 
has not spared even science. The prin
ciples which were part of the tradition al 
heritage of reason have been questioned; 
the evidential value of mathematical 
postulates has been dissociated from 
their logical function; theoretical con
ceptions in physics have been renewed. 
Besides this shaking up of accepted cer
titudes of science, two things, the threat 
of destruction pressing on man from the 
utilization of science for utilitarian ends 
and the pressures toward political ends 
exerted on science from outside, re
mind us that another order of consider
ation must be introduced to situate ail 
these problems in the context of the 
whole man. Philosophy alone is fit to 
solve the basic problems of knowledge 
and values. What, then, is the role of 
philosophy in contemporary society? 

First of all, this role is the one 
which philosophy has filled through ail 
time, that of radical formulation of the 
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questions we ask about ourselves and 
the universe. "Metaphysics itself is born 
of a confrontation of daily and primary 
experience of the world, experience 
which it invites us precisely to sur
pass...."6 It began by cailing into ques
tion theogonies and cosmogonies which 
came from tradition; · it continues by 
critical reflection on all human experi
ences. It is born of the need of sub
structures for the acquisitions of tra
dition and of common sense. In the 
presence of any ph enomenon , it always 
begins by a certain wonderment so as 
to give rise to doubt which will be the 
beginning of a search and conversion to 
what is not given immediately in experi
ence. Socrates thus practices irony; Des
cartes, methodical doubt; Kant, trans
cendental criticism; and Husserl, par
entheses. Philosophical search initiates 
a return to the very sources of experi
ence. Even if the confrontation of ex
perience is practiced by science and art, 
that initiated by philosophy is more ra
dical. While with science and art it is a 
process of relativisation, with philos
ophy it is one of reducing to nothing
ness, néantisation) .1 Philosophy asks, 
for example: "Why is there being and 
not rather nothing?" and: "What is 
man that there can be history and val
ues?" In this essential interrogation, 
man experiences his fundarnental lib
erty and fuily measures his vision of 
total reality. If philosophy seems to be 
"the dissolution of all acquired knowl
edge and established power," it is so in 
order better to recover its fuil openness 
to being and its radical availability with 
reference to all choices situated in the 
universe. 

Thanks to this essential élan of phi
losophy, man can situate himself better 
with relation to his knowledge. He can 
arrive at reflective mastery of knowl
edge in relating it to the whole man, at 
speculative mastery in reflecting on the 



ultimate conditions of all experience, 
and, finally, at practical mastery in de
termining the ends of existence to which 
the means are subordinated. 

In our contemporary society, the 
philosopher must be rooted in the liv
ing culture of his times, considering aU 
human experience, the variety of cul
tures and products of man. In this sense, 
collaboration with representatives of 
the scientific disciplines is essential to 
his work. To avoid empty philosophie 
speculation on the one hand, and, on 
the other, anarchy in the fields of 
knowledge, the philosopher and the sci
entist must evidently influence each 
other reciprocally. In such exchange of 
knowledge, the role of the philosopher 
is to proceed in such a way that man es
capes complete objectivation. He must 
aid in the recovery of man over man's 
products. Be it in scientific knowledge 
or in work within a functionalized so
ciety, man runs the danger of being 
identified with that which one observes 
of him. Now it is to be noted that if 
man can be objectified in a field of 
knowledge, he is not for all that a pro
duct of nature and of history. Science 
encounters the human subject as object 
while the philosopher reflects on the 
subject as subject. It is man who makes 
science and who behaves in a certain 
way in work. It is to this source of con
sciousness that one must go to discover 
the transcendence of man's being, over 
and above his objectivation. Sometimes 
consciousness as such is overlaid by the 
aims to whieh it is directed or the pro
ducts which it fashions. Science is one 
of these products. It is only one of the 
possible behaviors of man, beside the 
religious, artistic or pragmatie behav
ior. AlI these behaviors are the achieve
ment of a single being capable of tem
poralizing himself in multiple modes of 
being, of taking a position in relation to 
himself in multiple ways. The philoso

pher poses the problem of the being of 
man making possible these varied modes 
of his existence. He reflects on the act 
of consciousness at the heart of ail 
man's representations in so far as he es
capes objectivation. Beyond the pro
ducts of our thought which science an
alyzes, there is the very act of thought 
contained in all the behaviors of man. 
This living presence of self to self in a 
presence in the universe characterizes 
the being of man. This is why man can 
critieize himself, rise above his individ
ual and cultural situation to compare 
it to other situations, take in hand again 
the objects he envisions to relate them 
to consciousness of self. The structures 
of the fundamental situation of man as 
presence to himself, to the universe and 
to others are the bases of all other situ
ations. Without this all-encompassing 
unity of man present to himself and 
that of a radical common direction in 
aU the products of culture, communica
tion between cultures within a same his
torical becoming of humanity would not 
be possible. "Who is the man who ques
tions?" asks the philosopher. This 
"who" of man is a unitY transcendent 
to aIl that he is as physieal, psycholog
ical and social data. Thereby are re
served, first, the liberty of man who 
surpasses all determinisms and, second
ly, the possibility of a significance to his 
being-in-the-world other than that of 
domination and calling into play the 
whole of his being in an historical rela
tionship to the totality of being. This 
is how the philosopher, nourlshing his 
reflection with scientifie knowledge of 
man, will never lose sight of the exis
tential unity of man in his total pres
ence to himself and to being. 

But the task of philosophy is not 
limited to this effort to restore man 
(désaliénation) in relation to his own 
production which he reifies and in 
which he risks losing himself. It consists 
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also in a theoretic mastery of knowl
edge. Scientüic knowledge must be sit
uated not only vis-à-vis man who makes 
science but also in confrontation with 
the ultimate ends implied in all our be
havior. We are concerned, then, not 
only with the subject of science but 
with going to the roots of the very 
content of science. Here again, man 
must maintain a certain distance rela
tive to his knowledge if he wishes to 
discover the breadth of his vision of 
reality. The role of wisdom which philos
ophy must fill with regard to all knowl
edge presupposes a certain co-existence 
of philosophy and science. Each of the 
two disciplines must agree on the right 
to existence and desire reciprocal col
laboration. To this end it is essential to 
understand that the role of philosophy 
is neither to substitute itself for science 
in search of the laws of phenomena nor 
to unify the sciences into a system 
which would make of philosophy the 
ancirta scientiaeJ as Auguste Cornte 
would have had it. Philosophy is neither 
a science in the contemporary sense of 
the word nor a classification of sciences, 
nor a hyper-physics which would unüy 
the conclusions of various sciences. If 
philosophy presupposes science, this is 
not in order to perfect it in the line of 
science but simply today a foundation 
in as much as even the exercise of sci
ence supposes ontological and transcen
dental conditions which make it pos
sible. Let us consider these simple facts 
that justüy the philosophie impulse 
(projet). Science as such is not an ob
ject of science. The physieist, for ex
ample, does not, in his experimentation 
and hypotheses, encounter physics as 
object of physical research. Biology 
and mathematies are not objects of bi
ology and mathematics.8 AlI of which 
means, as Heidegger says, that the es
sence of science is not scientüic. The 
same holds for even the possibility of 
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science, which cannot be established 
by the particular methods of each sci
ence. As for the knowledge implied in 
each science, science does not encounter 
in its own structure the object of sci
ence, knowledge as such. The scientüic 
attitude presupposes, then, an ensemble 
of positions remaining at a state of 
naivete and not criticized in the exer
cise of science itself. The dei imitation of 
an object of science supposes a horizon 
from whieh emerges a domain of object. 
Opposition of the particular point of 
view of each science to other points of 
view is possible only by the establish
ment of a horizon which first comprises 
the ensemble of possible objects. Thus 
the philosophers causes to emerge from 
ail our behaviors the horizon of being 
as something encompassing which pre
contains the two poles of knowledge, 
subjective and objective. It is a matter 
of recovering the dimension of being not 
as an au delà of the objects of science 
or of ordinary or poetic parlance, but as 
an en deça which situates science and 
language in what they make known of 
reality. Only in this way can the pecu
liar character of science - the frag
menting and abstraction it practices on 
the real, the intelligibility proper to its 
domain of object - be surmounted, 
thanks to the unitive end of being. 

The unity that philosophy seeks is 
not a unity added on to the sciences 
or to all other behaviors. It is the unitY 
which precedes and makes possible ail 
other unity. This is saying that on
tological data penetrate in a masked 
state every human behavior and every 
constitution of object. These are the 
ultimate sense and most significant sig
nification operating in all our knowl
edge and desires. They are not opposed 
to our particular goals because they mo
tivate these on another plane. They are 
data immanent to other data but hetero
geneous to them. This is why the prob
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lem of distinction between philosophy 
and sciences is not one of frontiers but 
of reciprocal implication. Ontological 
data are incarnate only in particular da
ta but inserting in them a sense of trans
cendence which opens them to the in
finite. Dialectic of the finite and the in
finite tasks its source in the presence 
of the multiple and the particular and 
in the vision of the one and of the uni
versal. Metaphysics, then, is a return to 
the world of experience (monde vécu) 
on which science is built, in order to 
make explicit the most significant data. 
Thus the philosopher marks the limits 
of science, art and religion in the en
semble of human knowledge. He situ
ates all these activities in relation to 
the ultimate end of knowledge and sen
timent. In addition, within each domain 
of object, the philosopher institutes a 
radicalisation of problems in specific on
tologies. What is man, nature, history, 
the uni verse, life, the mind, the body? A 
certain response implicit in these ques
tions is at work in science, in the choice 
and interpretation of facts. The work of 
the philosopher is to be informed of sei
entific work, to bring to light uncriti
cized philosophic concepts which an
alysis implies, and to elucidate the ques
tion for itself in complete clarity. 

This reflective and theoretic mas
tery of science of which we speak does 
not exhaust the role of the philosopher. 
There is also a practical mastery of 
knowledge which corresponds to his 
social responsibility. More than any 
other, the philosopher must be the con
science of the city. Following the ex
ample of Soctates, he must, without al
lowing himself to be stopped by appear
ances, sound out (ausculter) his time. 
He must try to graspthe profound sig
nification of events, their impact on the 
life of man and their repercussion on 
culture. With full liberty, and concerned 
uniquely with the truth for itself, the 

philosopher must question ideas re
ceived in a given milieu and thus pre
pare the way for an evolution of situa
tions. His role is not to effect this evo
lution but to make it possible by en
lightening minds, situating problems, 
placing solutions in relative order to 
prevent their being made equivalent to 
the eternal. The man of action ends up 
by identifying himself with the ideas he 
defends, the party he serves. Therein 
lies the danger of fanaticism lying in 
wait for him and leading him to "exalt 
reality" to the advantage of any kind of 
power. 

In order that the philosopher ful
fill his mission without being blinded by 
the passions which are part of action, 
he must bring a certain detachment 
which must never be an alibi for in
difference or scepticism toward the 
problems of the state. The situation of 
the philosopher is uncomfortable; hold
ing himself withdrawn from action, he 
displeases the partisans; reflecting on 
action, he calls for a change in the situ
ation, which renders him suspect to the 
establisned power. On the one hand, he 
is legitimizing by anticipation and on a 
on the other, in order to preserve his 
independence, he does not adhere to any 
party. To the social body (collectivité) 
he always remains suspect because he 
knows well that truth is not the exclu
sive property of any one camp. Merleau
Ponty writes these meaningful lines on 
Socrates: 

He teaches that religion is true, 
and he has been seen offering sac
rifices to the gods. He teaches that 
one must obey the City, and he 
obeys it to the end. What one re
proaches in him is not so much 
what he does but the way, the mo
tive ... He gives reasons for obey
ing the Laws, but it is already
going too far to have reasons for 
obeying; other reasons are opposed 
to these, and respect vanishes. What 
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one expects from him is just what 
he cannot give: assent to the thing 
itself, and without preamble.9 

The first commitment of the philoso
pher must be to philosophy and truth. 
It is in serving both that he best serves 
the city. It is in keeping himself not at 
the level of efficacy at any price but 
at the level of truth alone that the phi
losopher prepares the dialog between 
generations and between peoples. What 
he purposes to develop is a critical spirit 
capable of grasping the relativity of 
points of view on history and of prac
ticing a certain detachment from the 
present situation. In this way, he pre
pares the way for a greater compre
hension and greater tolerance between 
individuals and peoples because he 
knows that free reflection is a neces
sary condition for arriving at truth. 
Bringing to a situation a certain detach
mènt with regard to cultural particular
ities, he can help effect a prise de con
science of the common end which draws 
men together through history and dif
ferent political regimes. 

Before c1osing, l should like to em
phasize two other points concerning the 
philosopher in contemporary society: a 
judgment of technology and fundamen
tal attitudes of man facing the universe. 

Our contemporaries have been 
alerted for a long time to the problem 
of the moral use of technology. Even 
before the tragedy for man represented 
in the industrialization of our societies 
abandoned to the laws of technology 
and progress alone and, in our day, the 
pursuit of the absolute, we understood 
that technology was not succeeding by 
itself in creating a happy humanity and 
assuring our collective salvation. What 
has been called into question "is certain
ly not the technological power of man 
but the power of man over his technol
ogy."lO We have learned that "technol
ogy before being beneficial or evil is 
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first and above ail enigmatic." Technol
ogy can stifle as well as promote liberty. 
It accommodates itself to fundamental
ly different philosophies and political 
regimes. There is, therefore, a superior 
regulation of technology in relation to 
the higher ends of human life which 
must be based on reason. Technology in 
as much as it is in the order of means 
must be subordinated to a reflection on 
the ends to be pursued by its use. It is 
the function of philosophy, then, to get 
at the root of the problem of ends and 
values in themselves. In fact, by their 
very essence, science and technology 
disregard value judgments on the des
tiny of man and the ide aIs he pursues. 
The world of science, wrote Mounier, is 
an impersonal world (devant personne) . 

It is none the less true that the de
termination and application of formal 
rules to the moving reality of history 
is not an easy thing. Politicians, engi
neers, soCÎologists and philosophers must 
coUaborate toward the realization of a 
human city where aU aspects of life con
dition each other reciprocally. Raymond 
Aron brings out the difficulty of the 
philosopher in intervening in the affairs 
of the city by an example drawn from 
economics: 

If (the philosopher) is indifferent 
to economic growth, he is likewise 
indifferent to the indispensable 
means of accomplishing the tasks 
whose urgency he proclaims. How 
can society rise above classes if the 
forces of production are not suffi
ciently developed? Either the phi
losopher ignores economics entirely 
and in this case limits himself to 
establishing ends without even 
knowing if they are accessible. Or, 
imitating Marx, he studies econom
ics but does he know himself when 
he is speaking as a technologist 
and when as a philosopher?ll 

Since the intention of absolute values 
is realized in the contingent matter of 



history, a certain "relativisation" of 
values foilows. But one would not know 
hmv ta affirm in an absolute way the 
relatÏ\ity of these sanie values. The 
philosopher must work to distinguish 
between the socio-historie origin of val
ues and their trans-historie meaning. He 
must also remember that if man is fin
itude he is at the same time conscious
ness of finitude. This is why he remains 
theoreticaily open "to ail the values of 
all men across ail cultures." Man is cap
able of all virtues and vices; "there is no 
sign of radically incomprehensible man, 
no tongue radically untranslatable, no 
work of art to which my taste cannot 
extend."12 

Finally, there is another import
ant aspect that the philosopher must 
consider: a phenomenology of funda
mental attitudes of contemporary man 
in his relationship to the universe. In 
fact, our attitude toward the uni verse 
is profoundly transformed. The uni verse 
has emptied itself of its religious mean
ing. I t is no longer the weIl ordered cos
mos which inspired in Kant this sublime 
meditation: 

Two things fill the heart and soul 
with an admiration and a venera
tion always new and always grow
ing: the starry sky above my head 
and the moral law at the bottom 
of my heart. 

We know better today that the moral 
law like the universe participates in the 
becoming (devenir) of ail things. Na
ture is easily reduced for us to a vast 
field of experimentation, human life to 

an immense adventure whose meaning 
we have lost. Busy constructing the 
world of tomorrow and planning a ra
tional society, we base our relation to 
the universe on mathematics, mastery 
and prediction. We forget that reason 
which makes and calculates is itself 
rooted in existence, that its function 
of measure supposes a welcoming of 
being, a letting being be itself. Man can
not base his relation to the universe on 
a reason which is technological. While 
the latter is necessary, it presupposes 
reason as the opening to being. And 
man's historical being must be founded 
on this radical opening of his being to 
the totality of being. The philosopher's 
raIe is to restore the ontological sense 
of the real "at the level of sentiments 
and attitudes which make thought take 
root simultaneously in existence and in 
being, in the flesh and in the Spirit."13 
He must work at restoring to contem
porary man ail the dimensions of his ex
perience and the "ontological weight" 
of the fundamental values of confidence, 
hope, fidelity, announcement, waiting. 
He must dissociate these values from 
their caricatures; waiting cannot be re
duced to prediction; hope to an opti
mism rooted in moods; liberty to a claim 
of autonomy. He must rest his action on 
being itself as a power of "creativity 
diffused in the universe." The new 
world we are fashioning will be truly 
human only if it knows how to combine 
the rationalization of our destiny with 
the restoration of value to the vital pro
found attitudes which anchor man in the 
totality of being. 
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Sorne 
Reflections 
on 
Classification 

BY CH, PERELMAN 

are at work in the various sciences,TO CONCLUDE THIS SERIES OF 
conferences dealing with the use of whatever their object. For the way in 
classification by the various scientific .' which a question is asked is quite simi
disciplines we will atternpt to rnake lar to the rnanner in which it is solved. 
sorne sort of synthesi!? We will atternpt The act of . classifying, ' i.e.) the act 
to show that the tendencies that are at of putting objects in sorne order for 
play in the idea of classification itself purposes of identification and reference, 
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